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Overview 
 

This project will investigate landscape response to 

deglaciation by combining state of the art high 

resolution topographic analysis and numerical 

modelling of landscape development, using Scotland as 

a case study landscape.  

 

Across millennial to million year timescales, rivers 

dictate patterns and rates of landscape evolution in 

response to long-term climate and tectonic changes. 

Rivers also set base-level conditions for adjacent 

hillslopes (Figure 1) and thus drive landscape wide 

topographic change. However, in landscapes 

significantly modified by Pleistocene glaciations, the 

topography may be overprinted by glacially-sculpted 

landforms. The landscape of the Scotland reflects its 

history of a succession of glaciations during the 

Quaternary period. The removal of ice cover (mostly 

by 11,500 years ago) revealed an unstable terrestrial 

landscape characterised by over-steepened hillslopes 

and extensive glacial landforms and deposits. The 

landscape was thus vulnerable to rapid paraglacial 

erosion and sediment transport (Ballantyne, 2002). 

These transient conditions in landscape development 

offer a critical test of our quantitative understanding of 

geomorphic processes and their link to topographic 

form. Refining such knowledge is vital to our ability to 

predict landscape sensitivity to future environmental 

change. 

 

 

Figure 1: Knickpoints migrating up river systems control whole 

landscape response to changing boundary conditions, setting  

baselevel conditions for hillslopes (Baynes et al., 2018). 

Deglaciation results in an isostatic rebound response 

such that Scotland has being rising relative to mean sea 

level during the Holocene. The relative lowering of sea 

level affects where rivers meet the sea resulting in the 

formation of steepened river courses at or near the 

coast. Once steepened, these reaches (often referred 

to as knickpoints) erode more efficiently and drive a 

wave of erosional adjustment upstream and inland, with 

knickpoint migration rates being fastest in the largest 

catchments (Bishop et al., 2005). The migration of 

knickpoints upstream to drive geomorphic change of 

entire landscapes is ultimately governed by the erosive 

efficiency of the river, dictated by river geometry, 

slope, water discharge, sediment supply, and substrate 

resistance (Jansen et al., 2010; Whittaker and Boulton, 

2012). Ultimately, the timescale of landscape response 
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to deglaciation is dictated by the adjustment of the 

fluvial system.  

 

However, our understanding of landscape response to 

deglaciation has been limited by our inability to map 

geomorphic processes, such as knickpoint migration, 

over large spatial scales.  In the past few decades rapid 

advances have been made in technology for the 

acquisition of topographic data.  For example, high-

resolution lidar data are now available for many 

Scottish river systems. These data, coupled with 

development of more sophisticated, quantitative 

algorithms with which to interrogate them (e.g. Clubb 

et al., 2017; Hurst et al., 2013; Mudd et al., 2018), 

means that we are now able to investigate the link 

between landscape form and geomorphic processes at 

the scale of entire landscapes. 

 

This project will investigate controls on the pace of 

landscape development in the aftermath of deglaciation 

through quantitative analysis of the topography of the 

Earth’s surface, building on existing techniques for 

interrogating high resolution topography to 

characterise river and hillslope morphology and identify 

landscape features indicative of transient landscape 

development such as knickpoints and terraces (Clubb 

et al., 2017; Hurst et al., 2013; Mudd et al., 2018). The 

project will then explore how these features relate to 

known boundary conditions of relative sea level change, 

bedrock geology, and the influence of past glaciation.  

 

 
Methodology 
 

The project will focus on conducting automated 

topographic analysis of the whole Scotland landscape in 

order to map river steepness, landscape disequilibrium 

(via chi-analysis), knickpoint locations and magnitudes, 

tributary junction angles, and identify river terraces and 

modern flood plains. These features will be verified by 

field mapping, and complemented by additional field 

data acquisition. The student will initially apply existing 

topographic algorithms but will also be trained in the 

development of bespoke quantitative topographic 

analysis. The student will work with high-resolution (5 

m) topographic data available from the NERC Earth 

Observation Data Centre (Landmap; GetMapping 

2014) as well as lidar data where available. The student 

will use and develop the LSDTopoTools open-source 

software package for topographic analysis, developed 

by this projects supervisors and in collaboration with 

colleagues at University of Edinburgh, and Queen Mary 

University of London.  

 

The student will extend their spatial analysis of post-

glacial topography by comparison to relative sea level 

history (Stockamp et al., 2016) and comparison with 

bedrock lithology and geological structure data 

available from the British Geological Survey (Jansen et 

al., 2010). The student will thus identify the primary 

controls on landscape disequilibrium as reflected in the 

spatial distribution of knickpoints, river terraces, 

channel steepness and topology. 

 

Finally, the student will develop numerical modelling 

experiments to explore the range of conditions that 

can lead to the development of these landscape 

features within a post-glacial setting in order to 

understand the controls on, and predict the 

characteristic response time of post-glacial landscapes 

to deglaciation. 

 

Collaborators: 

Prof. Simon M. Mudd, University of Edinburgh 

 
Timeline 
 

Year 1 (October 2019 start): Initial training in 

techniques, processes and research methods. The 

student will develop and refine the initial scientific 

problem informed by reviewing existing literature on 

post-glacial landscape evolution and river profile 

evolution, as training in the preparation of a research 

paper. The student will develop skills in quantitative 

topographic analysis of DEMs using the 

LSDTopoTools software package. The student will 

initially conduct microcosm analyses using Scottish 

Islands in the Inner Hebrides where relationships 

between knickpoint retreat and catchment size has 

previously been suggested. Attendance at the BSG 

Windsor workshop. 

 

Year 2: Development and application of procedures 

for the spatial mapping of fluvial geomorphic features 

from high resolution topography at a national scale. 

Spatial comparison to external forcing conditions 

including relative sea level history and geology. 

Conduct fieldwork in targeted catchments to measure 

distributed channel morphology in proximity to active 

knickpoints. Potential to also sample for cosmogenic 

isotope analysis to quantify denudation rates (student 

will apply to CIAF) and OSL/14C analysis to date 

terrace deposits. Preliminary landscape evolution 

modelling experiments to simulate landscape response 

to deglaciation. Design of ensemble numerical 

modelling experiments.  Attendance and presentation 

of preliminary results at a UK conference (e.g. British 

Society for Geomorphology).  

 

Year 3: Finalise results of topographic analysis and 

prepare papers for publication. Conduct numerical 

modelling experiments to simulate landscape response 

to deglaciation. Attendance and presentation at an 
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international conference (e.g. EGU or AGU), writing 

up results as drafts for academic publications. 

 

Year 3.5: Finalise results, prepare papers for 

publication, write and submit thesis. 

 
Training & Skills 
 

The student will be trained by leading experts in 

tectonics and geomorphology, and in particular novel 

approaches to quantifying and interpreting regional 

patterns in high resolution topographic data. The 

student will receive training in customising and 

automating GIS and appropriate computer 

programming languages (e.g. Python, C++) required to 

develop and deploy algorithms to perform topographic 

analyses and interpret results. They will learn how to 

handle and analyse large environmental datasets. The 

student will be trained in running landscape evolution 

models (e.g. Landlab). The student will also receive 

training in project management academic writing, 

writing funding proposals. 

 

The student will emerge from the PhD process with 

skills making them highly suited to a career in the 

Environmental Sciences, including the ability to 

manipulate and interpret large datasets, and conduct 

numerical modelling. There are obvious career paths in 

natural hazards and land management, for example, as 

well as research. 
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